
MEMO:  Finders Keepers 

CHAPTER 8 

1. The fact that Lufuno decides to accompany Mandla, shows that she is willing 

 to follow her heart in spite of her strict upbringing and parents’ admonitions. 

 She is obviously smitten by Mandla. 

2. The fact that Lufuno pays for her own sprite indicates that she is independent 

 and does not expect of boys to do everything for her, like Sindi, for attention. 

 This makes Mandla like her even more, the fact that she is different. 

3. Mandla takes Lufuno to a park. The park is rather just an open plot of land 

 with a wooden bench, a broken swing and a scraggly patch of grass. The 

 surroundings cannot be considered remotely romantic but their experience 

 there is intensely emotional and intimate. This is indicative of the fact that 

 surrounding can blur into unimportance if the people are only interested in 

 each other and not in the external factors. 

4. Lufuno decides to follow her instincts and instead of going home, she goes to 

 the park with Mandla against her mother’s specific wishes. The fact that she 

 is not typical and dutiful at all times makes her a more believable and 

 rounded character.  This also makes Lufuno more relatable for a teenage 

 reading audience. 

5. When Lufuno’s cold drink fizzes out when she opens the bottle and they jump 

 to wipe away the sticky mess, the awkwardness was overcome. 

6. Lufuno is jokingly referring to Sindi who she says would love to get her father 

 to buy her a boyfriend like Mandla, who is actually a chief’s son. This makes 

 him expensive in the reverse lobola situation. The usual way is for the man to 

 pay lobola for the girl he wishes to marry. 

7. Mandla is from a chief’s family and Lufuno is not from a wealthy family. The 

 parents are disapproving of their relationship. They are in love and they meet 

 in secret. 

8. Lufuno tells Mandla that Modjaji is from the Balobedu tribe south of Venda 

 and that she even speaks a different language. 

9. Her mother has always warned Lufuno against boys in general because she 

 wants her to first focus on her studies, she also wants Lufuno to eventually 

 meet and marry a Tsivenda boy from her hometown. They are also concerned 

 about what might happen during this period of unrest due to the strike. 

 (Any two facts) 

10. Mandla kisses Lufuno while Tshilidzi peeped through the door with her mother 

 standing behind her. The glare clearly indicated that she is not happy. It is 

 bad timing because now Lufuno is in trouble that she really does not need at 



 this stage. She also does not want to disappoint her parents, which she 

 clearly did after today. 

11. Lufuno’s mother wants her to do well in school, go to university and marry a 

 young man from her own culture. 

12. This line clearly indicates how upset Lufuno’s mother is with her. She is so 

 mad that she is slicing the food with force and the words she utters towards 

 Lufuno also comes out with force. 

13. This means that she is so upset that she might become sick again. She should 

 not become sick again. 

14. Learners own response. 

15. Lufuno and Mandla walk to a deserted park and he asks her to tell him more 

 about Venda. They talk about Modjaji, the Rain Queen and ‘Romeo and Juliet’ 

 and he asks Lufuno if he can keep her bracelet for luck until after Saturday’s 

 soccer match. Lufuno’s mother sees Mandla kissing her goodbye and she is 

 very disappointed because her daughter has been disobedient.  

16. googled  - looked up on the internet 

 Romeo and Juliet - a tragic play by William Shakespeare in which the 

     lovers are from warring families. Both Romeo and 

     Juliet die in the end. 

 billowing  - rising up 

 feeble   - weak 

 khali   - traditional Tshivenda clay pots 

 into shreds  - into small pieces 

 blurts out  - say something suddenly 

 quivering  - shaking, trembling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CHAPTER 9 

1. She is gentler than the other girls he has been in contact with. She is 

 innocent and her experiences and cultural differences make her more 

 fascinating to him. 

2. He usually awakes with being frustrated and unhappy since his father came 

 around. His father clearly gets under his skin. 

3. Mandla dares to address his father talking about something other than 

 politics. His father loses his temper and blame Mandla for being a born-free 

 and not caring about the reality in life. 

4. Mandla cleary is disrespecting his father, and we as reader do not expect this 

 because no one dares to not obey Mandla’s father the Chief.  

5. Mandla’s aunt prepares the full English breakfast that Mr Nkosi loves; 

 Mandla’s cousins sit quietly without squabbling and his sister listens when he 

 tells her not to go to work to show solidarity with the strikers. 

6. Mandla’s father realises that his sister, as a secretary, is not officially part of 

 the strike but he feels she should show her commitment to the cause and her 

 fellow-workers by not going to work either. 

7. MR Nkosi thinks the ‘born-free’ generation are selfish and focused on 

 themselves alone. He thinks they are not politically minded enough because 

 they weren’t part of the struggle. 

8. The family are shocked and sit in silence waiting for the chief’s response to 

 Mandla’s outburst. 

9. Mandla feels helpless and frustrated at constantly being told what his future 

 will hold for him as future chief. He doesn’t like having no control over his life. 

10. Mandla keeps on thinking about Lufuno as the princess of rain. His father 

 feels Aunt Andisiwe should not go to work in order to show solidarity with the 

 workers (she is a secretary at the factory). He gets angry when Mandla is 

 dismissive of the strike. His father keeps him out of school for the day to buy 

 solar panels for the village, in preparation for his future position as chief one 

 day. 

11. squabbling - fighting, arguing 

 bhuti  - isiXhosa for ‘brother’ 

 solidarity - to stick together and support each other 

 born-frees - people born after South Africa became a democracy in 1994 



 solar panels - panels that harness the sun’s energy 

 theoretical - based on theory not experience 

 


